SO, YOU WANT TO
CHOOSE A MAJOR?

YOU HAVE JUST
60 HOURS.

TO COMPLETE THE CORE
REQUIREMENTS AND CHOOSE
A MAJOR. ARE YOU READY?

FOUR SEMESTERS.
TWO YEARS.

HAVE YOU COMPLETED AREAS I-IV OF
YOUR CORE REQUIREMENTS?

YES! NO?

GREAT! BE SURE TO PAY
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
AREA V AS YOU DECIDE
ON A POTENTIAL MAJOR.

THAT'S OKAY! LET'S
START WITH AREA I.

EVERY HUMANITY
AND FINE ARTS
REQUIRE AT LEAST
ONE MORE COURSE.

ARE YOU READY TO DECLARE A MAJOR?

SIGN ME UP! NOT SO FAST.

DECLARE YOUR MAJOR IN BLAZERNET.
GOOD LUCK!

SCHEDULE AN APPT.
WITH YOUR ADVISOR AT UASC.

ALL SET!

A. MA 105, 110, OR ABOVE (3)
B. TWO NATURAL SCIENCES
WITH LAB (8)
AST, BY, CH, ES, PH, ENV

MA 105, 110, OR ABOVE (3)

A. HY 101, 102, 104, 105, 120,
121 (3)
B. SOCIAL SCIENCE
ANTH, CMST, GEO, ITS, PSC,
PY, SOC, WS (6)
C. ONE MORE! (3)

GREAT JOB! READY FOR
AREA IV?

DONE!

A. EH 216, 217, 218
221, 222, 223, 224 (3)
B. ARH 101, 203, 204, 206
MU 120, THR 100, 105, 200
(3)
C. ONE MORE! (3)

YOU PICK!

DONE!